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Synthesis of Moore finite state machine with 
nonstandard presentation of state codes 
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Abstract: The method is proposed for reduction of 
hardware amount in logic circuit of Moore finite state 
machine. The method is oriented on CPLD technology. It 
is based on representation of the next state code as a 
concatenation of codes for class of pseudoequivalent states 
and collection of microoperations. Such an approach 
allows elimination of dependence among states and 
microoperations. As a result, both circuits for generation 
of input memory functions and microoperations are 
optimized. An example of the proposed method 
application is given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The model of Moore finite state machine (FSM) [1] 

is often used during the digital control systems realization 
[2, 3]. The development of microelectronics has led to 
appearance of different programmable logic devices [4], 
one of which are CPLD (complex programmable logic 
devices) [6 — 8]. The base of CPLD is a macrocell  PAL 
(programmable array logic), the cells are connected by the 
programmable array of interconnections. One of the 
important problems of FSM synthesis on CPLD is a 
minimization of macrocells’ number of its logical circuit. 
One of the ways to solve this problem is optimal states’ 
coding [2]. However this approach does not allow 
optimization of the output signals generation circuit. In 
this work an optimization method is proposed. It is based 
on representation of the next state code as a concatenation 
of codes for class of pseudoequivalent states and collection 
of microoperations. Such an approach allows reducing of 
hardware amount in FSM circuits and does not lead to 
speed loss.  

2. THE GENERAL ASPECTS AND THE BASIC 

IDEA OF A PROPOSED METHOD 
Let Moore FSM be represented by the structure table 

(ST) with columns [1]: ma , )( maK , sa , )( saK , hX , hΦ , 

h . Here ma  is an initial state of FSM; )( maK  is a code of 

state Aam ∈  of capacity  MR 2log= , to code the states 

the internal variables from the set { }R1 T,..,TT =  are used; 

sa , )( saK  are a state of transition and its code 

respectively; hX  is an input, which determines the 

transition  sm aa , , and equal to conjunction of some 

elements (or their complements) of a logic conditions set 
{ }L1 x,..,xX = ; hΦ  is a set of input memory functions for 

flip-flops of FSM memory, which are equal to 1 for 
memory switching from )( maK  to )( saK , 

{ }R1h ,..,ϕϕ=Φ⊆Φ ; Hh ,,1 K=  is a number of 

transition. In the column ma  a set of microoperations qY  

is written, which is generated in the state Aam ∈ , where 

{ },N1q y,..,yYY =⊆  Qq ,...,1= . This table is a basis to 

form the system of functions  

 ),,( XTΦ=Φ  (1) 

 ),(TYY =  (2) 

which determines an FSM logic circuit. Systems (1)-(2) 
describe the model of Moore FSM 1U , shown in Fig.1. In 

this model a block of input memory functions (BIM) 
realizes the system (1), a register RG keeps states’ codes, 
block of microoperations (BMO) realizes the system (2). 
To minimize the amount of macrocells PAL in BIM, the 
optimal states’ coding method can be used [2]. It allows 
decreasing the amount of terms in system (1) up to0H . 

Here 0H  is the number of transitions of equivalent 

Mealy FSM. Optimization for the block BMO can be done 
by the use of refined state coding [2]. Meanwhile, the 
number of macrocells can be decreased up to N; it 
corresponds to situation, when every function Yyn ∈ is 

realized on single macrocell. For optimal and refined 
states’ coding, some well- known algorithms [3] can be 
used. But both methods cannot be used at the same time. 
That is why states’ coding allows optimizing either BIM 
or BMO. 

 
Fig. 1. Structural diagram of Moore FSM 1U  

In this paper a method for reduction of hardware 
amount in both logic circuits of Moore finite state machine 
is proposed.  

One of Moore FSM features is existence of 
pseudoequivalent states [2], which are the states with the 
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same transitions by the effect of the same inputs. Such 
states correspond to the control algorithm operator vertices 
[1], outputs of which are connected with an input of the 
same vertex. 

Let { }I1A B,..,B=Π be a partition of a set А on 

classes of pseudoequivalent states. Let us code classes 

AiB Π∈  by binary codes )( iBK  having BR  bits, where 

  IRB 2log= . (3) 

Let initial GSA Г include Q different collections of 
microoperations (СМО) .YYq ⊆  Let us code set qY  with 

binary code )( qYK having YR  bits, where  

  QRY 2log= . (4) 

Let an operator vertex tb  of GSA Г correspond to a 

state im Ba ∈  and let a collection of microoperations qY  be 

written in this vertex. Then the code of state Aam ∈ can be 

represented as a concatenation of codes  

 ),(*)()( qim YKBKaK =  (5) 

where * is a concatenation sign. 
Such a representation allows presenting Moore FSM 

as a model 2U  (Fig.2). 

In FSM 2U   the block BIM realizes functions (6) and 

the block BMO functions (7). 

 ),,( XτΦ=Φ  (6) 

 )(ZYY = . (7) 

Here all elements of the set { }
BRττ=τ ,...,1  are used to 

code the classes AiB Π∈ , and all elements of the set 

{ }
YRzzZ ,...,1=  are used to code the collections of 

microoperations. 

 

Fig. 2. Structural diagram of Moore FSM 2U  

Offered approach has the next advantages: 
1. Codes of classes do not depend on codes of 

microoperations (and vice versa). It allows a classes 
coding oriented on simplification of the BMO logic 
circuit. 

2. The number of rows of transition table of FSM 2U  

is always equal to 0H  and does not depend on the state 

coding method. 
To code the states of FSM 1U  is enough to have 

  MRA 2log=  (8) 

bits. The evident disadvantage of FSM 2U  is an increasing 

of the number of functions Ф, which is determined as a 
sum of BR  and YR . Taking into account that all modern 

CPLD have registered outputs [6, 7], offered method does 

not increase the number of macrocells, demanded to flip-
flop realization. 

3. SYNTHESIS METHOD OF MOORE FSM 

WITH  EXTENSION OF STATE CODES 
In this work a method of Moore FSM 2U  synthesis 

using a GSA Г is proposed. The method includes the next 
stages: 

1. Marking of the GSA Г and creation of the set А. 
2. Partition of the set А on classes of 

pseudoequivalent states. 
3. Coding of the classes AiB Π∈ . 

4. Coding of microoperation collections .YYq ⊆  

5. Construction of the transformed structure table of 
Moore FSM. 

6. Construction of the Boolean functions for the 
system Ф. 

7. Construction of the BMO table. 
8. Construction of the Boolean functions for the 

system Y. 
9. The synthesis of FSM logic circuit with given 

logic elements. 
For the first step of the implementation algorithm the 

known method [1] is used, when every operator vertex is 
marked by a unique state. Let us point out that both start 
and final vertices are marked by the same state, which is 
the initial state of FSM. This state always should be 
encoded by all zeros. 

The second step is trivially done by the use of 
pseudoequivalent states’ definition [2]. Remind, that states 

Aaa sm ∈,  are called pseudoequivalent states, if marked 

by them operator vertices of GSA are connected with the 
input of the same vertex.  

The coding of classes AiB Π∈  does not effect on the 

length of structure table, because it is guarantee equal to 
its minimal possible amount, 0H . That is why the class 

codes )( iBK  can be chosen arbitrary. The coding method 

for collections of microoperations depends on logic 
elements used for the block BMO realization. If PLA cells 
are used, then coding is targeted on their number 
reduction. 

If macrocells PAL are used for implementation, then 
the coding is oriented on the minimization of the number 
of terms for functions Yyn ∈ . The known algorithms 

ESPRESSO [3] can be used to solve this problem.  
If embedded memory blocks are used for 

implementation, then coding is oriented on the decrease 
for the number of terms in functions Ф. The frequency 
approach [1] can be used in this case: the more operator 
vertices contain the setqY , the less 1’s its code includes.  

The transformed ST includes the columns iB , 

)( iBK , sa , )( saK , hX , hΦ , h . The purpose of each 

column is obvious. The table of block BMO includes the 
columns )( qYK , qY , q, where q is the number of the table 

line. 
The steps 6-9 are thoroughly discussed in the 

literature [2] and they are beyond the scope of our article. 
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4. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION OF PROPOSED 

METHOD 
Let us discuss an example for a Moore FSM 2U  ( 1Γ ) 

synthesis, where a GSA 1Γ  is shown in Fig.3. The symbol 

)( jiU Γ  stands for interpretation of a GSA jΓ  with an 

FSM model iU . As follows from Fig.3, the set A  

includes 8=M  elements distributed among 4=I  classes 
{ },11 aB =  { },,, 4322 aaaB =  { },, 653 aaB =  { }., 874 aaB =  

 

Fig. 3. Initial GSA 1Γ  

It is enough 2=BR  variables τ∈τr  for coding of 

the classes AiB Π∈ . Therefore, { }., 21 ττ=τ  There are 

5=Q  different collections of microoperations in the 

operator vertices of the GSA 1Γ , namely 0|| 1 =Y , 

{ }212 , yyY = , { }33 yY = , { }44 yY = , { }315 , yyY = . It is 

enough 3=YR  variables for coding of these collection, it 

means that { }.,, 321 zzzZ =  Let us use PAL macrocells for 

implementation of the block BMO. In this case the coding 
approach is used to decrease the number of terms in the 
system (7). But it is enough only one PAL macrocell for 
implementation of any function Yyn ∈ in our example. 

Because of it, let us use the frequency approach for 
collection coding to decrease the complexity of the block 
BMO. 

Let qn be the number of vertices including the 

collection .Yyq ∈  In our example, there are 11 =n , 

32 =n , 13 =n , 24 =n , 15 =n . It means that the collection 

can be coded in the following manner: 000)( 2 =YK , 

001)( 4 =YK , 010)( 1 =YK , 100)( 3 =YK , 101)( 5 =YK . 

Let us use the frequency approach for encoding of the 
classes AiB Π∈ : The more states the class includes, the 

more zeros its code includes. The following codes can be 
found in our case: 11)( 1 =BK , 00)( 2 =BK , 01)( 3 =BK , 

10)( 4 =BK . 

Now the expanded codes of states (5) can be found. 
For example, we can get that 

 *)()( 11 BKaK = 11010)( 1 =yK ,  

 00000)(*)()( 222 == yKBKaK   

and so on. These codes are used in the column sa  of 

transformed table (Table 1). 

Table 1 
Specification of block of input memory functions 

iB  )( iBK  sa  )( saK  
hX  hΦ  h  

2a  00000 
1x  - 1 

3a  00100 
21xx  3D  2 

1B  11 

4a  00001 
21xx  5D  3 

5a  01000 
23xx  2D  4 

6a  01101 
23 xx  532 DDD  5 

7a  10001 
43xx  51DD  6 

2B  00 

8a  10000 
43xx  1D  7 

3B  01 
2a  00000 1 - 8 

4B  10 
1a  11010 1 

521 DDD  9 

The terms hF  corresponding to the lines of this table 

are determines as   

 ),,...,1( 0
1

HhXF h
l
r

R

r
h

rh
B

=⋅τΛ=
=

 (9) 

where { }1,0∈rhl  is the value of the bit r for the code 

)( iBK  from the line h of the table. 

The system (6) is derived from this table. For 
example, the following equation 

213219761 ττ∨ττ=∨∨= xFFFD  can be found after some 

minimization. Let us point out that the transformed ST of 
Moore FSM 1U  ( 1Γ ) includes 19=H  lines, that is two 

times more than in the case of FSM 2U  ( 1Γ ). The table of 

block BMO includes 5=Q  lines (Table 2). 

This table can be used as 4=N  Karnaugh maps with 
insignificant input assignments 011, 110 and 111. After 
minimizing, the system (7) is following one: 

313211 zzzzzy ∨= ; 3212 zzzy = ; 13 zy = ; 314 zzy = . 

As it mentioned before, there are no problems with 
logic circuit design on the base of systems (6) — (7). The 
design can be done using, for example, WebPack package 
of Xilinx. The steps of design are standard ones. First of 
all, the FSM model should be created using some 
hardware description language, for example, Verilog or 
VHDL. Our investigations show that a language in use 
does not affect the final result of design. Merely, the first 
of these languages, Verilog, is more used in USA, whereas 
the second in Europe. Next, the systems of equations 
should be used and the model should be tuned for a 
particular control algorithm. It means that such important 
parameters of FSM as the number of state variables, 
number of microoperations and so on should replace their 
symbols in a model.  But all these procedures are standard 
ones for an up-to-day designer of digital devices with 
programmable logic devices. Because of it, we do not 
discuss this problem in our article. 
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Table 2 
Specification of block BMO 

)( qYK

 

000
 

001
 

010
 

100
 

101
 

qY  21yy

 
4y

 

- 
3y

 
31yy

 
q 2 4 1 3 5 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
The proposed method of state codes presentation is 

oriented on decrease for the number of macrocells PAL in 
the logic circuit of Moore FSM. This approach allows 
decrease for the number of terms in the system of input 
memory functions up to corresponding value of equivalent 
Mealy FSM. Our researches show that the proposed 
method always is more effective than the classical method 
of Moore FSM design. In average, the number of PAL 
macrocells is up to 38% less than for the classical 
approach. 

This reduction is not accompanied with decrease for 
FSM performance, because there are no new blocks in the 
FSM model. Moreover, the reduction for macrocells is 
often connected with decrease for the number of levels in 
the FSM logic circuit. It results in increase for FSM 
performance, as well as for controlled digital system.  

Our researches show that this approach can be 
applied successfully in the following three cases: 

1. Moore FSM is implemented using FPGA chips. In 
this case look-up table (LUT) elements are used for 
implementation of the circuit for input memory functions.  
It is known that LUT have very limited number of inputs 
(up to 6). Our approach permits decreasing the number of 
feedback variables, because state variables are replaced by 
class variables used to encode classes of pseudoequivalent 
states. In the same time the block of microoperations is 
implemented using embedded memory blocks. Using our 
approach, the number of address inputs for memory blocks 
can be decreased. In this case we need fewer amounts of 
memory blocks for implementing BMO than in a classical 
case. 

2. Moore FSM is implemented with CPLD chips 
based on programmable array logic (PAL) technology. In 
this case PAL cells are used for implementation of both 
blocks of FSM. These cells have limited number of terms 
per cell. Our approach permits decrease for the number of 
terms in the sum-of-product for each input memory 
function to be implemented. It permits decreasing the total 
number of cells in the circuit of BIM. Moreover, the codes 
of sets of microinstructions for each state do not depend on 
the states codes or codes of classes of pseudoequivalent 
states. It means that we can choose such codes of these 
sets that the number of PAL cells in BMO is minimal. The 
well-known algorithm ESSPRESSO can be used to solve 
this problem.  

3. Moore FSM is implemented with CPLD chips 
based on programmable logic array (PLA) technology. In 
this case PLA cells are used for implementation of both 
blocks of FSM. In this case one cell can implement more 
than one function. These cells have limited number of 
terms, too. Our approach permits to decrease the number 

of terms for system of input memory functions to be 
implemented and the needed hardware amount. 
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